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NEWSLETTER
Message from the Chairman
Recently we had our AGM at which, very
sadly, even fewer attended than the previous
year. I would dearly love you to tell me why
you didn't attend and what I can do to
persuade you to attend in the future. I
wondered whether a wet, miserable
November night with a choice between The
Barlow Institute or the comfort of your own
home was simply no contest. According to
the Constitution, we have to have the AGM
in November and although I have not
discussed this with my Committee would an
afternoon be preferable? If possible, a
Saturday afternoon. Please let me have
some feedback.
I won't bore you with a report on the events of the last year because by the time you receive this
newsletter (or very soon thereafter) you will receive the draft AGM minutes and my report is set
out fully therein. What is not within the minutes are the reports from the various groups which
were presented after the ending of the AGM after we’d had the traditional Pie and Peas break.
Scrummy! I have asked our editor to gather those presentations and put a summary of them in
this newsletter for your elucidation.
The middle of the year was marred by the news of the passing of a very dear Friend of Turton
Tower, Doreen Hough. Sadly Doreen passed away on the 22nd August 2019. The stories of her
early life at Turton Tower were always a joy to listen to and they will be sadly missed.
Unfortunately, I did not know Doreen very well so I have asked that tributes be given by her
daughter Lesley. She was a true friend of Turton Tower.
May I close by wishing you all the very best of season's greetings and a very Happy and
Healthy New Year.
Graham Bonser,
Chair of the Friends of Turton Tower,
Email: grahambonser43@hotmail.com
Tel: 07748 902 999
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Remembering Doreen Hough
When mum used to sit in the tearoom at Turton Tower (where you could
quite often find her) she probably could almost picture herself and her
sister Elsie busying themselves helping Auntie Bertha and Uncle Albert
in what was their living room.
How did she get to live in the Tower? My Grandmother passed away
when my mum was very small and so my Grandfather, her dad, asked if
she and Elsie could stay with Uncle Albert and Auntie Bertha, and when
Uncle Albert got the job as Caretaker at Turton Tower, they all took up
residence as it was then a live-in position.
I can recall mum saying how idyllic their childhood was, all the grounds
to roam and play in. She used to tell my sister and I of riding on the
backs of the carthorses when they went off to be shod, and when she
started ‘courting’ my dad, mum would tell us that his friends would say,
"blimey Mick is she a princess or something living in a place like that."
She loved going back to The Tower and thought it was wonderful how everyone has worked so
hard to make it the success it is today. She loved giving talks about her time at The Tower and I
know that it gave her pleasure when anyone asked her about it.
She used to tell us ghost stories about the rocking cradle and all about the Timberbottom Skulls.
Whilst she never saw a ghost herself, she did say that her dad had seen a figure of a lady in the
garden and when he followed her she had disappeared right before his eyes.
I cannot say that I would like to live in a place that holds so many stories of ghosts and ghostly
goings on would you?
Lesley Hough

TREASURER'S REPORT
Requests for funding: As I have reported in previous years Blackburn with Darwen Council
(BwDC) wish the Friends to contribute to the cost of the following projects: tree felling, lawn
survey and drainage, repair of the window and re-branding of the Tower including; signage and
stationary etc. Estimates for the window repair are between £10,000 & £20,000, tree felling is
£1,000, surveying then draining the front lawn approximately £7,500.00 and re-branding of the
Tower £8,000. A total contribution, from the Friends, is between £26,500 to £36,500.
Slow Project Progress: In May 2016 the Friends received a generous donation from Mr Geoff
Nuttall of £46,136 which together with the funds we had already accumulated has enabled us to
agree to fund all or part of the projects mentioned above. At subsequent AGM’s members have
asked why these projects have not moved forward or put another way - why have the Friends
been sitting on a bank balance well in excess of £50,000 for so long? The FoTT Chairman
Graham Bonser and I have previously tried to explain, so rather than repeat ourselves, we
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asked the chair of the Turton Tower Trustees, Cllr. Damian Talbot, if he would attend our AGM
to explain why it is taking so long to make a start on these projects. The following is an extract
from the minutes of the AGM held on the 6 November 2019.
Report by Cllr. Damian Talbot – Chair of Turton Tower Trustees
Cllr. Talbot emphasised the importance of the FoTT contributions regarding the upkeep of the
Tower especially in view of the pressure on Council budgets. He demonstrated his detailed
understanding and grasp of all aspects surrounding the Tower, the building, gardens and
grounds. It was made very clear that all works necessary at the Tower require the permission of
Historic England due to the status of the Tower as a Grade I listed building. Nothing can be
contemplated without a detailed investigation as to the historical correctness of any modern
remedial work.
This status is obviously responsible for what appears to be a static and, to say the least, slow
moving state of affairs. He reassured those present that this was unavoidable but surely what is
necessary for the continued well-being of the Tower and which we cannot but agree with. Cllr.
Talbot confirmed that the Council has been in contact with Historic England for a long period of
time. At the last meeting of the Charitable Trust on 17 October 2019, updates were given on the
lawn, window and paintings, as follows;
● Discussions are taking place as to how the work on the window can be undertaken in
view of the condition of the whole wing and its proper and safe restoration.
● The drainage of the lawn will require a full archaeological survey before any work can
commence. It is hoped that a meeting before Christmas will agree the next steps as
regards both the window and the lawn.
NB. Following a Trustees meeting on 21 Jan 2020 I can relate the following:
Repair of Window: A drawing has been created describing the work needed to repair the
window which includes; removing the gable, repairing the window using steel rods then
rebuilding the gable. We now await approval of this proposal and a quotation for the work.
Chetham Painting: The return of the Chetham painting still awaits a survey to establish
if there is a suitable location in the Tower where the wall panels are sufficiently strong to take
the weight.
Finally, we have now instituted a new procedure for requesting sums of money from the FoTT
and await formal requests from BwDC to fund these jobs all of which will be paid on completion
of work.
Phil Broughton once again kindly audited our accounts and signed them off as approved for
2019. The accounts were unanimously accepted by the members by a show of hands.
Grainger Nelson
To apply for FoTT membership, contact jan.rhodes@turtontower.co.uk
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Collections Care Group
Since March 2019, the Group of 8 ladies have been busy - cleaning, mending, sewing and
learning.
Costumes worn by Actors who greet and teach visiting school-children have been cleaned for
good prices by “The Whitehouse Dry Cleaners” in Bromley Cross. Any remedial sewing has
been tackled by our group; patterns for waistcoats and flat-caps were obtained and draughted
by Kathryn. These items, once sewn, will join the mop-caps and aprons that the children wear
during their visits.
A wonderful medieval-style red dress, worn for a modern day wedding, and donated by Flo’s
friend, will perhaps be worn by Karen and/or Jan for the various events/ Activities.
The workshop by Jenny Truran, a museum Conservator Expert, was attended by other
interested groups re-enforcing our previous Conservation and Housekeeping Training Day.
Following the workshop windows, wood-panelling, staircases, carpets, fireplaces and
picture-frames in addition to all flat surfaces have been carefully cleaned.
An English Heritage Poster of Pests has been received but hopefully with special care and
continual housekeeping we won’t find any little pests.
Thank you all for your help,
Avril Binns

The Gardening Group
I must start with our sincere thanks to Sandra Isherwood, who ran the Gardening Group for the
last few years. Her extensive plant knowledge, floral arranging skills and calming influence
guided the rejuvenation, progress and maintenance of the Tower gardens.
Testament to her success is the fact that
the Lancashire Life calendar for March
2019 had a picture of Turton Tower from
the round garden with daffodils in full
bloom. Sandra retired to her own garden,
which she has neglected while giving the
lead here. No one person felt able or
willing to take over her mantle, so we
make group decisions and hope to carry
on Sandra’s good work.
As last year, we took on the outside
decoration around the Tower entrance for
the “Victorian Christmas”. We continue
to meet on Wednesdays through the
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winter to work on the garden. At lunch in the cafe we update our plans and put the world to
rights! The memorial plaque has been replaced with Beryl Woffenden’s name on it to reflect that
she and Jack Peet were two of the founder members of the Friends of Turton Tower.
Peter finished doing a magnificent job of repainting and refurbishing the main gates and lock,
which can now be secured without having to resort to a chain. He has done further work to
assist drainage by the gates, as well as varnishing the garden benches with Rick whilst keeping
an eye out for ghosts and his ears open for new ghost stories.
Visitors often comment on the displays. More bulbs have
recently gone into the ground to further enhance the gardens
and pathways.
The Gardening Group will carry on, winter and summer, rain and
shine, throughout 2020. We enjoy what we do, and hope that
Friends and visitors enjoy the gardens too.
Robin Heywood

Turton Tower Volunteers Report 2019
Once again, a big ‘Thank You’ to all our wonderful volunteer room stewards and receptionists.
The time you give to the Tower really is appreciated and in recognition of all this hard work and
to mark the end of the season we were treated to a workshop on conservation by Jenny Truran.
This was an opportunity for us to learn about, for example, how the artefacts in the Tower can
be affected by sunlight, which creepy crawlies can damage valuable items and the correct way
to handle precious objects, should the need arise. It was a lovely way to end the season and
gave us all the chance to meet and chat to each other whilst enjoying Karen’s very welcome
refreshments. Thank you to the Tower Management for organising this day.
At the close of the season we have 25 volunteers on our list which includes 3 new regulars who
are most welcome. During the summer we were joined by 2 students, one is currently studying
at York University and the other is a pupil at Turton High School. It was excellent having young
people join us with their enthusiasm and fresh ideas. Hopefully they will be back during future
vacations.
A big ‘thank you’ to Margot Jones who retired at the end of the season. Margot has been a
regular and reliable Saturday volunteer for a number of years. Not only will we miss her
company but the Saturday slot is really difficult to fill! This brings me on (as usual) to
emphasise the need for more volunteers. I am fairly certain of one new room steward for next
year but we will need more. Lots!
Each Wednesday this season has seen the introduction of a 1pm tour with one of our 4 tour
guides. Anyone can drop in and join the tour and these seem to have proved popular. Other
To apply for FoTT membership, contact jan.rhodes@turtontower.co.uk
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tours which take place throughout the season are by advanced booking. The Tower seems to
have been busier this year than previously mainly due to a lot of hard work by Karen and Ally –
now we just have to wait for the results of the number crunching to see if this is so!! I do hope
so.
On a personal note, thank you to all the FoTT members for their support and volunteers for
helping out often at very short notice. We look forward to the 2020 season and if anyone can
help to recruit more people to join us please, please do so.
Eileen Prestwich

Walking Group Updates
Rivington walk
Sunday 11th August wasn’t classical summer
weather.
Our first target was Rivington Pike, and by a
roundabout route we achieved that. By that time
the wind was gusting across the exposed spot
and the cloud had lifted so we could see the
masts on our next target, Winter Hill. However,
we could also see rain heading towards us, and
seeing we could not go directly to the masts
across potentially very boggy ground, we opted
out and headed towards the Pigeon Tower,
where we stopped for lunch on some of the
recently restored terracing, above a pond with a
good view down the steps.
We decided to explore the Terraced gardens;
such a lot of work has been done to the
walkways, steps and stone shelters. A large level
area is being drained, was this where Lord
Leverhulme’s
bungalow
remains
were?
Eventually, we zig-zagged our way back to the
Barn with the option to do an extra loop of a
small reservoir, but the vote decided to call it a
day.
Bill Upton sent me this link for more information
about the Terraced Gardens

http://www.visitnorthwest.com/sites/rivington-terraced-gardens/
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Canal stroll in the September sun
What a lovely day, after last time’s damp outing. We
started from the St John’s Ambulance building in
Radcliffe and walked away from the centre to get on
the towpath of the Manchester, Bolton and Bury Canal.
We were lucky to be assisted by Chris who is also a
member of the canal society. He gave us such a lot of
interesting information.
We had lunch by the new 8 mile post at the top of the
Prestolee (Nob End) Locks, by the Meccano bridge,
making use of the Meccano picnic tables.
After lunch we meandered to the Horseshoe pub at Ringley for another stop. The Ringley
Bridge, built in 1677 at a cost of £500, over the Irwell is well worth a visit. At the end of the walk
the sun was still shining and we’d had a most enjoyable day.

Pilgrimage from peel tower to Cluckingham Palace
The car park just before Holcombe village was the starting point and fortunately the day dawned
bright and clear as we began slowly up Holcombe Hill to the Peel Tower monument. Once
there, while still gasping for breath, we had a clear view to the south and east to the Pennines,
Derbyshire hills, Manchester skyscrapers and beyond.
We continued on following the clear path that seemed a long way to the Pilgrim’s Cross
monument, remembering an ancient waypoint for pilgrims to Whalley Abbey.
After lunch we continued on through the
National Trust wood which consisted entirely
of very attractive beech trees. At Strongstry
there was a bird feeding area, a fairy green
and a cottage offering fancy walking sticks
and bird feeders for sale. We were now at
the River Irwell.
As we approached Stubbins, the path was
diverted behind houses with small plots
between us and the river. One of these plots
had a sky blue hen house named
Cluckingham Palace with hens busily
scratching
around. We emerged onto the main road through Stubbins at a
memorial garden by the green girder footbridge, it’s here that we
decided to stay on the main road back to Ramsbottom.
Once back a number of pilgrims decided that immediate
refreshment was needed before tottering the last quarter mile
To apply for FoTT membership, contact jan.rhodes@turtontower.co.uk
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back to the cars, while a few decided to stay on their feet and get home to a soothing cup of tea.
A tiring but varied and enjoyable day.
Robin Heywood

Trip to Shibden Hall and Cliffe Castle
On 25th September 2019, the Friends of Turton Tower organised a visit to Shibden Hall, Halifax
and Cliffe Castle, Keighley. The event
was well attended and the group visited
Shibden Hall in the morning, and after a
pleasant lunch in the Pavilion Cafe, went
on to explore Cliffe Castle in the
afternoon.

Shibden Hall dating back to 1420, was
home, most notably, to the diarist Anne
Lister (1791-1840). Anne Lister is the
star of the recent BBC one series
‘Gentleman Jack’, and is portrayed by
actress Suranne Jones.

The group was treated to an informative talk
about the lives of Anne and the other people
who lived and worked at Shibden Hall, and
afterwards were left to wander and explore at
our own leisure.
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At 12 noon, a coach picked us up and took us to Cliffe Castle in
Keighley, the home of Victorian millionaire and textile manufacturer
Henry Isaac Butterfield.
After lunch we were given a guided tour of the downstairs floor of
Cliffe Castle containing Victorian rooms, furniture, paintings and
decorative art. It really was quite exquisite!
We were then once again free to browse the house as well as the
collection of special galleries dealing with natural history,
archaeology and social history as well as an extensive display of
stained
glass
by
Morris and
Co.
At 3:30pm
the coach
picked
us
up and dropped us back off at around
5pm, at the end of what was an
extremely eventful and enjoyable day,
as I’m sure anyone who attended would
agree.
Sue Brown
NB. For those who missed it or want to visit again, another trip to Shibden Hall and Bankfield
Museum, where the costumes from Gentleman Jack are displayed, will be organised later this
year. Details will be emailed to all FoTT Members once arranged.

Haunted Halloween Walk
At the end of October we held our
very popular haunted Halloween
walk from the Chetham Arms down
through the woods and around
Turton Tower and this years
spooky
happenings
didn’t
disappoint.
The pub was packed to capacity as
we set off on a cold but dry walk
down to the woods behind the
tower. As we entered the woods
ghostly apparitions began to
appear, some moaning and groaning as they floated around the woods.
As we approached the tower a grey face could be seen peering through
one of the windows. After lots of photos to try and capture the spooky
To apply for FoTT membership, contact jan.rhodes@turtontower.co.uk
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figures we made our way back to the Chetham Arms for a well deserved drink and buffet
supper. What a fantastic night for children and adults alike.

Planned Events for 2020
Below are a list of events that the FoTT are looking to organise this year, details of when and
how to obtain tickets will be emailed out once agreed.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Arley Hall & Gardens, Northwich
Shibden Hall, Bankfield Museum & Dean Clough Mill, Yorkshire
Plant a tree ceremony - at the Tower
600 year Turton Tower Anniversary celebration
A night of light opera at St Anne’s Church
Victorian Christmas
Various plays at the tower
Art in the garden
Regular Meet the Artist at the Chetham Arms
Underground tunnel’s walk, Manchester
Quarry Bank Mill and garden walk, Wilmslow Cheshire
Haunted Halloween walk
Annual Christmas party (new venue)

You can also check out our new and improved FoTT Website where all events will be
advertised and tickets can be purchased, once arrangements have been agreed. See link
below.
Sue Brown
Click this Link for Turton Tower Website
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